AYA WILL BE EXHIBITING TWO KITCHENS
UNDER AN EYECATCHING CANOPY AT
THE INTERNATIONAL BUILDERS SHOW
At this year’s NAHB International Builders’ Show (IBS) , AyA
Kitchens will be pushing the boundaries of modern and
traditional. AyA’s booth showcases contemporary Canadian
design celebrating natural wood and fine cabinetry. AyA will be
sending two new displays to IBS. The first is an ultra modern
kitchen featuring Manhattan Anthracite and Cirrus Slate Grey
Oak. Exploring the compact space concept, this display has a
fully integrated 24” fridge, compact telescopic hood and a
36”pull-out table that can be completely stored away. The
second display is transitional and marries traditional elements
with modern influences. Featuring AyA’s Pacifica cabinetry in
Oyster and Midnight Blue, this kitchen features a custom wide
plank maple island top with a live wood edge and
multi-coloured tile backsplash. The booth will be enveloped with
a freeform maple canopy, a unique reciprocal structure
imagined and executed by Q&A Design.

About AyA Kitchens and Baths
At AyA, a great kitchen starts with the customer. Every AyA kitchen is designed and made-to-order in Mississauga, Ontario,
resulting in tailor-made product at a competitive price. With AyA's mass customization approach, customers get the best of both
worlds – the personalization and craftsmanship of a custom kitchen with the value and quality that comes from a 150,000 sq.
ft. state-of-the-art production facility. AyA offers an incomparable selection of colours, styles, and accessories to help create the
ultimate living space, the heart of the home. With locations from coast to coast across Canada and steadily expanding in the
USA, AyA is continually seeking to present the most innovative of designs. AyA has collaborated with numerous leading
designers and firms, including II by IV Design, Cecconi Simone, Candice Olson, The Design Agency, UNION 31, Mike Niven
Interior Design, Munge Leung, Kelly Deck, Partisans, Burdifilek, Hariri Pontarini Architects and more. www.AyAkitchens.com
@ayakitchens
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